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The Rules of Project Risk Management
Updated book by Dr Robert Chapman released by Routledge
11 December 2019 – London, UK and New York, NY, USA – Routledge has
announced the publication of The Rules of Project Risk Management,
Implementation Guidelines for Major Projects, 2nd Edition by Dr. Robert James
Chapman. Published in September 2019, this book provides practical experiencebased guidance to support the delivery of effective project risk management.
According to Routledge: The author describes a series of
guidelines (labelled "rules") to support the practical application
of project risk management to positively influence project
outcomes. The rules are supported by mini case studies of both
successful and unsuccessful projects to bring to life the
ramifications of effective and poor risk management
respectively, and are assembled under seven headings of
environment, external stakeholders, organisation and culture,
leadership and governance, internal stakeholders, risk
resources and system.
This second edition contains a new glossary of terms and an overview of the risk
management process to enable those new to the subject to understand the core risk
management activities. It also contains six more individual guidelines and ten more
case studies to support practitioners, researchers and academics alike to gain an
even greater appreciation of the drivers of successful project risk management.
Robert James Chapman PhD., MSc., Dip Arch. (Hons), CFIRM, FAPM, FICM is
currently a Director of the consultancy Dr. Chapman and Associates Limited who are
international risk management specialists. He has provided risk management
services for over twenty years across eight countries within fourteen industries.
For more about this book, go to https://www.routledge.com/The-Rules-of-Project-RiskManagement-Implementation-Guidelines-for-Major/Chapman/p/book/9780367209322

Routledge is one of the world's leading academic publishers in the Humanities and
Social Sciences. Routledge publishes thousands of books and journals each year,
serving scholars, instructors, and professional communities worldwide. Routledge is
a member of Taylor & Francis Group, an informa business. To see Routledge
catalogues and titles, go to https://www.routledge.com/. To see their project
management titles, click here.
Editor’s note: Robert Chapman is a PMWJ author (see some of his works here). He has
arranged for a 30% discount on purchase of this book for PMWJ readers. Just use discount
code ADS19 on the Routledge website. Offer good through 31 December 2019.
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